In greeting encounters, first impressions of personality and attitude are quickly formed and might determine important relational decisions, such as the likelihood and frequency of subsequent encounters. An anthropomorphic user interface is not immune to these judgments, specifically when exhibiting social interaction skills in public spaces. A favorable impression may help engaging users in interaction and attaining acceptance for long-term interactions. We present three studies implementing a model of first impressions for initiating user interactions with an anthropomorphic museum guide agent with socio-relational skills. We focus on nonverbal behavior exhibiting personality and interpersonal attitude. In two laboratory studies, we demonstrate that impressions of an agent's personality are quickly formed based on proximity, whereas interpersonal attitude is conveyed through smile and gaze. We also found that interpersonal attitude has greater impact than personality on the user's decision to spend time with the agent. These findings are then applied to a museum guide agent exhibited at the Boston Museum of Science. In this field study, we show that employing our model increases the number of visitors engaging in interaction.
INTRODUCTION
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A software user interface is not immune to judgments [Saadé and Otrakji 2007] , particularly, when embodied in a humanoid animated agent capable of engaging users in real-time multimodal interaction [Maat et al. 2009 [Maat et al. , 2010 Cafaro et al. 2012] . Humans engage with virtual agents and respond to their gestures and statements [Nunamaker et al. 2011] . These agents could be used as interfaces between users and computers [Deng et al. 2006 ], but a wrong (or unwanted) impression on users might jeopardize the achievement of important design goals, such as maintaining engagement starting from the initial moments of interaction and fostering technology acceptance needed for long-term interactions [Davis 1993] .
In some applications of these agents deployed in public spaces, such as information kiosks [Cassell et al. 2002; Nunamaker et al. 2011] , office companions , or museum exhibits [Kopp et al. 2005; Al Moubayed et al. 2012; Traum et al. 2012 ], a multitude of users can potentially engage in an interaction with the agent. Therefore, welcoming and engaging the user by making a favorable impression is a fundamental design goal. In museum exhibit applications, for example, if visitors form negative judgments of the agent they are unlikely to engage in an interaction, or they might end it midway [Ghosh and Kuzuoka 2014] . On the other hand, technology acceptance is a critical requirement for interface agents supporting long-term interactions. Agents, designed for building long-term relationships, are known as relational agents (RAs) [Bickmore and Picard 2005] , and previous research has demonstrated that being able to build a socio-emotional relationship with their users improves task outcomes in a variety of application domains including coaching , counseling [Kang et al. 2012] , psychotherapy [Rizzo et al. 2013] , and health care [Lucas et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2014; Bickmore et al. 2009 . No matter whether the goal is short-term user engagement or acceptance for the long term, it cannot be achieved if users outright reject the agent during their first encounter.
In human-human interaction, first impressions can be formed by observing individual characteristics, such as height, clothing or, generally, visual appearance [Naumann et al. 2009; Argyle 1988; Miller et al. 2007] , from stereotypes [Bar et al. 2006; Ambady and Skowronski 2008] , but also from behavioral characteristics, such as facial expressions and body language (i.e., nonverbal behavior) [Riggio and Friedman 1986; Argyle 1988; . In the context of first encounters, individuals can carefully plan how to present themselves visually, but it may be difficult to have full control over all nonverbal cues during the interaction [DePaulo 1992 ]. After just a few seconds of observing someone's nonverbal behavior we infer, with remarkable accuracy, a variety of information including, for instance, a person's skills [Ambady and Rosenthal 1993] , sexual orientation [Rule and Ambady 2008] , political view [Rule and Ambady 2010b] , personality and interpersonal attitude [Argyle 1988; Levesque and Kenny 1993; Richmond et al. 2008; Campbell and Rushton 1978] .
This would suggest that during a first human-agent interaction it might be important to make the appropriate choice of nonverbal behavior exhibited by an agent. The context where the interaction takes place might further determine the impressions that are more easily recognized, possibly due to expectations that a person brings to the interaction [Ambady and Skowronski 2008] . In zero-acquaintance situations, such as for a guide welcoming visitors at a museum, the behaviors can help frame the interaction using a friendly attitude and portray an outgoing, gregarious, and sociable personality, resulting in a more favorable impression [Richmond et al. 2008] .
Framing the interaction with a specific interpersonal attitude toward the user or portraying a certain personality can serve an important purpose: It gives the user a glimpse of how the subsequent interactions with the agent could be. Incorporating these dimensions has been recommended for the design of intelligent interfaces for museum visits [Stock and Zancanaro 2007] . Appropriate social behavior for providing museum guides with personality is needed [Richards 2012 ]. However, there are several challenges to consider when attempting to concurrently manage those impressions through nonverbal behavior. First, an attitude is expressed toward a particular person and it can dynamically evolve (along a positive/negative valence) during the interaction based on how the interactant responds [Argyle 1988 ]. Personality remains more stable over time and does not depend on the particular interactant [Miller et al. 2007 ]. Furthermore, behaviors that typically occur in greeting interactions, such as gaze and proxemics behavior [Kendon 1990 ], may account for both dimensions and not necessarily yield the desired outcome. Finally, controlling for both aspects might become hard when behaviors are exhibited in small but still perceivable doses. For instance, consider a real-life first encounter where you are expecting to meet and welcome someone and aim at showing friendliness, but at the same time you attempt to not appear too extroverted. You might ask yourself: "Could looking at the person too much be judged as unfriendly?", also "Would it make sense to step toward the person or should I wait for them?".
In this paper, we present a first impression model for initiating user-agent interactions. This model extends conversational agent interaction models by taking into account the first phases of interaction (i.e., the greeting) and considers the impressions that users might form during those phases. We describe three empirical studies implementing this model in which we manipulate a museum agent's nonverbal immediacy cues (i.e., smile, gaze, and proxemic behavior) during the initial phases of a greeting encounter with the user, first in a virtual environment, and then in a real public space (i.e., Boston Museum of Science (MoS)). We focus on behavior for managing personality and interpersonal attitude impressions, as they are easily recognizable in such short interactions, but yet important factors determining engagement with the agent and user's acceptance of it. The museum context offers the opportunity to study first encounters in a setting in which (1) making favorable impressions is important, (2) first encounters (with visitors) are very likely to happen, (3) controlled experiments are still possible and easier to conduct (compared to outdoor locations), and (4) a great number of participants can be easily recruited in a natural and unbiased setting. Moreover, there is a growing interest in making conversational agents capable of interacting with uninformed humans in everyday situations [Kopp et al. 2005; Al Moubayed et al. 2012] , making them step out of the laboratory and into real-world settings .
In two initial laboratory preparation studies, we first wanted to understand what impressions of the agent's personality and interpersonal attitude the users form based on observed subtle changes of nonverbal behavior. We then wanted to study the effect of first impressions on users' willingness to interact with an agent again. Finally, we studied the effects of first impressions on user willingness to engage in interaction with a public space deployment of an RA.
The approach proposed in this paper focuses on the importance of first impressions in terms of user's acceptance and propensity to have subsequent interactions with an RA. However, it can be extended to conversational agents deployed in similar social contexts, both in the virtual and the real world, where the interaction can be initiated from distance. We apply psychosocial principles of human-human interaction to human-agent interaction, but our focus is not on the user's mental representation of the agent. Von der Pütten and colleagues [2010] suggest that it does not make a difference for either social reactions or social evaluations whether people believe they are interacting with another person or an artificial entity. Therefore, regardless of whether in the user's mind the agent is considered an artificial (i.e., artifact) or a real social entity, our focus is on the produced agent output (i.e., human-based nonverbal behavior), the user's interpretation of that behavior in terms of first impression judgments, and the impact on user's acceptance and willingness to interact with the agent. to the other traits are more stable and they resist in the long term, which means they are not likely to be shaken by occasional observations of quiet or introverted behavior [Kammrath et al. 2007 ]. Someone's extraversion level could represent crucial information to answer adaptive questions such as whom to mate with or rely on in social alliances [Mehu et al. 2008] . We adopted the Big 5 theory in our first impression model (described in Section 3). The focused trait (i.e., extraversion) is common to the trait models discussed; however, the choice of five traits (compared to 16 as proposed by Cattell) simplified the design of our empirical studies (described in Section 5), and in particular, allowed us to assess the agent's and user's personality traits with a quicker but more effective methodology [Saucier 1994 ]. Moreover, the Big 5 model has been demonstrated to be effective in other conversational agents' research studies [Isbister and Nass 2000; Sevin et al. 2010; Neff et al. 2011; Krenn et al. 2014] .
Compared to personality, interpersonal attitudes are expressed as a function of the person we are interacting with and are subject to a greater degree of variation. We can express different attitudes with different interactants, and during an interaction with an individual, we can shift our attitude, for example, from being friendly to unfriendly (or vice-versa) [Miller et al. 2007] . In sum, interpersonal attitudes are essentially an individual's conscious or unconscious evaluation of how s/he feels about and relates to another person [Argyle 1988, p. 85] .
Several researchers attempted to identify the dimensions that can best represent the different interpersonal attitudes expressed during social interaction. Schutz [1958] proposed the dimensions of inclusion, control, and affect. identified 12 dimensions defining different communication styles (e.g., dominance, intimacy, affect, engagement, inclusion, and confidence). Argyle proposed a two-dimensional representation. A first dimension is the affiliation, characterized as the degree of liking or friendliness and ranging from unfriendly to friendly. A second dimension is the status, related to power and assertiveness during the interaction and ranging from submissive to dominant [Argyle 1988, p. 86] . Affiliation, in particular, is broadly characterized as liking or wanting a close relationship. Thus, controlling affiliation in a first encounter, i.e., being friendly, can help to establish a relationship with another person [Argyle 1988, p. 86] .
We are using Argyle's model to represent interpersonal attitudes. More specifically, as a first step, we are focusing on the affiliation dimension (unfriendly/friendly). This model has been successfully exploited in previous agents work [Lee and Marsella 2011; Ravenet et al. 2013; Chollet et al. 2014] .
Those impressions of personality and attitude based on observable nonverbal behavior can be surprisingly accurate [Ambady and Skowronski 2008, p. 111] . They can be powerful determinants of how we behave toward another person [Rule and Ambady 2010a] and, most importantly, they shape expectations that we bring to future encounters [Goffman 1959 ]. According to the predicted outcome theory [Sunnafrank and Ramirez 2004] , in social environments where potential relational partners will be proximate to one another in the future, individuals assess the likely outcomes of a future relationship to determine whether to develop the relationship and, if so, what type of relationship to attempt and how to proceed [Sunnafrank 1986 ].
In the specific social context of greeting encounters, there are precise social norms that regulate the interaction between participants [Kendon 1990 ], and nonverbal behavior is exhibited in relation to the physical space that separates them [Hall 1966 ].
Considering an encounter where a person is getting closer to another, the decreasing interpersonal distance becomes a trigger for certain nonverbal behavior that in turn shapes the first impressions [Argyle 1988] .
Two important theories aim to clarify how humans interpret the space around them and behavior during greeting encounters. Hall [1966] described proxemics, the space around each individual, as consisting of four concentric areas that afford different kinds of communication with other individuals. From the closest to the furthest away, Hall labeled these areas intimate, personal, social, and public. Based on his theory, most social contact between acquaintances would occur within the social area, whereas the personal and intimate distances are reserved for very close contact with family and good friends.
Nonverbal behavior might not be exhibited in a discrete fashion associated within each proxemics zone, but it is likely to be part of an overall continuous process that spans across multiple zones. In fact how far one "goes out of one's way" to meet another appears to have a precise communicative significance [Kendon 1990, p . 179] as thoroughly described in Kendon's model of human greetings. According to Kendon's greeting model [1990, p. 153] , a "greeting" is the unit of social interaction often observed when people come into one another's presence. Individuals that wish to greet each other adhere to a structured interaction comprising the following phases: sighting, distant salutation, approach, close salutation, and initiation of conversation. These phases come with an implicit relation to proxemics. In fact, specific behaviors are displayed by greeters at inexact but predictable distances. For example, a short exchange of glances as invitation cue to begin the greeting process happens within the sighting phase [Kendon 1990, p. 167 ] and a smile is often exhibited during the distant salutation as greeters continue to interact, move closer to one another afterward and commit to engage in interaction [Kendon 1990, p. 172] .
In conclusion, greetings serve as precursors leading to interaction [Kendon 1990, p. 154] , and how many stages of the greeting ritual are enacted will depend upon the kind of relationship that exists between the greeters. For a given kind of relationship, there are situations where all the steps of the ritual are appropriate, but others in which only some of them will be necessary. In situations where close interaction is to follow, for example, it appears that upon an initial encounter (i.e., the first time two individuals encounter one another within the context of a given occasion) both a distance and a close exchange salutation will occur, whereas upon subsequent encounters only a distant salutation is necessary [Kendon 1990, p. 203] .
APPROACH: FIRST IMPRESSIONS MODEL
Figure 1 depicts our first impression model for initiating user-agent interactions. Our approach combines several theories, introduced earlier, for the creation of a model of user-agent interaction that considers the formative moments of the interaction (i.e., greeting phase) and the first impressions that users might form of an agent's personality and attitude in those phases. Based on Kendon's greeting model and Hall's proxemics theory, an RA should be able to encourage and engage the user in an interaction by exhibiting the appropriate nonverbal immediacy behavior in the very first steps of the greeting process (i.e., interaction).
The user-agent interpersonal distance, either in a virtual world or in the physical world, represents a valuable triggering mechanism for agent's nonverbal reactions as suggested by Kendon and Hall. On top of this, the subtle manipulations of agent's nonverbal immediacy cues of smile, gaze, and proxemics, in addition to serving basic greeting communicative functions, might also account for a user impressions of the agent's extraversion (personality trait according to the Big 5 model) and affiliation (the interpersonal attitude according to Argyle's model). These impressions may depend on the user's own personality. Then, according to the predicted outcome value theory, they may be predictive of future relational decisions, in terms of how likely it is that they would interact with the agent in the future and how often. User's personality traits can be predictors of the quality of an individual's relationships [Asendorpf and Wilpers 1998 ] and, interestingly, of tendency toward technology acceptance [Devaraj et al. 2008 ; Fig. 1 . A conceptual view of the combination of theories involved in our model of first impressions grounded in Kendon's, Hall's, and Argyle's models, and the Big 5 and predicted value outcome theories. As the interpersonal distance between user and agent decreases (either in a 3D environment or the real world), the nonverbal immediacy cues of smile, gaze, and proxemics exhibited by the agent are interpreted by the user and, depending also on his/her own personality, contribute to shaping impressions of the agent's personality and attitude. As outcome, these impressions impact users' relational decisions about further interactions with the agent, thus impacting the long-term acceptance of the agent. Shengli et al. 2013; Barnett et al. 2015] . In our context of human-agent interaction, the two Big 5 factors that are most closely related to social interaction (i.e., extraversion and agreeableness) have been found to be predictive of positive agent's judgments in interpersonal encounters . Therefore, we included the assessment of user's personality in our model as it might impact the behavior interpretation when forming impressions of the agent, and the acceptance in terms of willingness to work with the agent. This is a challenging approach that involves interesting research questions. First, the variety of nonverbal behavior exhibited by an agent might result in different user interpretations that are not necessarily obvious or might not mirror the findings in human social psychology. We have deliberately chosen nonverbal cues that (a) might account both for personality traits (i.e., extraversion) and social attitudes (i.e., affiliation), and (b) are subtly displayed. How are these cues interpreted when exhibited in orchestration by an agent? Does each cue account more for extraversion or friendliness impressions? Are small changes still perceived and having effects on users' first impressions? For example, would it be more convenient to gaze at the user and perform a little step toward him/her when s/he gets close? Would this be interpreted as a sign of extraversion and friendliness? Or would this be seen still as extraverted behavior, but unfriendly given context?
The second important aspect is the impact of the agent's exhibited behavior in terms of engagement and acceptance. First impressions of the agent's extraversion and affiliation at the same time may lead to unpredictable outcomes. Considering the different ways personality and attitudes endure over time, we aim to investigate how the two combine together and whether one of the two has greater impact on users' engagement and acceptance.
Finally, we explore these effects in a real-world setting. Our context is a greeting encounter in a museum where the agent has the role to greet and welcome a visitor.
When deploying virtual agents in such a public space, would laboratory findings still be applicable? Is the first impressions model effective?
We address these challenges with three user evaluation studies.
(1) Nonverbal Behavior Interpretation Study. We evaluate users' impressions of a greeting agent's extraversion and affiliation as a result of interpreting subtle nonverbal immediacy cues of smile, gaze, and proxemics in a first virtual encounter [Cafaro et al. 2012] . (2) Nonverbal Behavior Impact Study. We investigate whether the first impressions of extraversion and affiliation that users form of an RA have an impact on subsequent relational behavior of the user [Cafaro et al. 2013] . (3) Managing First Impressions in a Public Space Study. We move out of the virtual world to test the effectiveness of managing first impressions for an RA installed in a real public setting (i.e., Boston (MoS)), with thousands of people approaching it, therefore working with physical interpersonal distance between the user and the agent.
Study Design Principles
The first two studies are laboratory preparation studies aimed at accurately gathering the necessary information to answer our questions on interpretation and impact in a controlled setting. We considered presentation technology and agent's appearance (including embodiment, gender, and level or realism) as important design principles for creating the stimuli for our studies. These different choices were influenced both by theoretical and practical aspects. Considering our ultimate deployment at the museum, we employed a virtual anthropomorphic robotic character for presenting the laboratory studies stimuli. The robotic appearance, as opposed to a more realistic appearance, allowed us to concentrate on the essential stimuli (i.e., nonverbal behavior), thus safely avoiding unwanted biases on users' impressions due to the clothing style. In addition, cartoon-style characters have been found to create lower behavioral realism expectations [McDonnell et al. 2012; Ring et al. 2014b ] compared to more realistic characters.
RELATED WORK
Relational Agents. There are a significant number of studies on RAs, in different application domains. We survey here a few key findings. Cassell et al. [1999] created a virtual real-estate agent called REA that was capable of greeting her clients, finding out what sort of housing they were looking for, and finally, demonstrating a few matching properties. REA embraced a natural face-to-face conversation paradigm, with speech and gesture replacing the standard keyboard and mouse paradigm. Because it is important for real estate agents to build rapport (e.g., before asking a client sensitive questions about financial matters), Bickmore and Cassell [2001] added a small talk planning module and some immediacy behavior (mainly facial expressions). Later, based on the success of this idea, Bickmore and Picard [2005] introduced the concept of RAs.
In the health care domain, empathetic RAs provided discharge information to hospital patients with low health literacy [Bickmore et al. 2009 ] and with depressive symptoms . The first RA used to promote anti-psychotic medication adherence among patients with schizophrenia is described in . In the counseling domain, it has been showed that an RA's nonverbal immediacy helps induce self-disclosure in human clients [Kang et al. 2012; Lucas et al. 2014] and supports longitudinal changes in user's health behavior [Ren et al. 2014] .
Coaching is another successful application of RAs. Wang et al. [2009] investigated the effectiveness of RAs nonverbal immediacy behavior in creating rapport with a human learner and promoting learning. created an exercise advisor for older adults that was effective at promoting physical activity. Educational RAs have been deployed as museum exhibits and as empathetic artificial tutors [Castellano et al. 2013] .
Our work potentially relates to all the systems described, but none of them focused on the impact of the first user-agent interaction.
First Impressions. Maat et al. [2009 Maat et al. [ , 2010 showed how different turn-taking strategies in a user-agent interaction could influence users' impressions of an agent's personality (agreeableness), emotion, and social attitudes. Effects of agent gaze behavior [Fukayama et al. 2002] and eye blinking rates [Takashima et al. 2008 ] on user's impressions of affiliation (friendliness, warmth), nervousness, and intelligence were also studied. Most recently, Bergmann et al. [2012] investigated how appearance and nonverbal immediacy affect the perceived warmth and competence of virtual agents over time.
In this work, we are dealing with the very first formative moments of an encounter, as opposed to the agent turn-taking strategies. And we are looking at a wider set of nonverbal immediacy behaviors rather than solely gaze and eye-blinking behavior. The work of Bergmann et al. complements our research, but they focused on gestures in a task-related agent monologue.
Expression of Personality and Interpersonal
Attitudes. There are several personality perception studies focusing on expression of agent's extraversion [2010, 2014] , neuroticism [Neff et al. 2011] , and all Big 5 traits (except openness to experience) [Doce et al. 2010 ] with verbal and nonverbal behavior. A real-time back-channel selection algorithm for choosing the type and frequency of back-channels to be displayed according to the personality of an agent is described in Sevin et al. [2010] . Gillies et al. [2004] animated agents' nonverbal behavior in improvisational visual media production, expressing interpersonal attitudes toward one another. Lee and Marsella [2011] modeled by-standers body language and gaze to express their attitudes in an interactive mixed-reality drama scenario set in a wild west saloon. Finally, a computational model to express interpersonal attitude for a virtual coach by selecting sequences of nonverbal behavior (e.g., a head nod followed by a smile) has been proposed by Chollet et al. [2014] .
These works incorporated personality traits or interpersonal attitudes separately into virtual agents mainly designed for face-to-face interactions or interactive drama. In this paper, we focus on user's judgments of nonverbal behavior when both personality (extraversion) and attitude (affiliation) are expressed at the same time. Furthermore, we studied the user's interpretation of the nonverbal behavior exhibited by an agent in the formative moments of their first virtual encounter.
Impact of User's Personality. The user's own personality can impact the interpretation of the nonverbal behavior exhibited by an agent. Studies in human-robot and human-agent interaction that targeted the benefits of a match between agent and user personality have yielded inconsistent results. Isbister and Nass [2000] (static still figure) found that people tended to prefer a virtual character figure whose personality was complementary to their own, whereas Nass et al. [1995] (animated computer interface) and Tapus et al. [2008] (robot) showed that people preferred to interact with personalities similar to their own. According to Andre and colleagues [2000] , an agent should react to a negative user's affective state with a more extraverted and agreeable personality. Bickmore and Cassell [2001] showed that an agent using small talk when interacting with users increased trust in it for those extraverted, but for the introverted it had no effect.
Users' personality has influence on agent's evaluation . In particular, agreeable and extraverted users judged agents more positively compared to those who were shy. Kang and colleagues suggested that users' shyness [2008b] and Big 5 personality traits [2008a] are associated with their feelings of rapport when they interacted with different versions of virtual agents capable of exhibiting different styles of nonverbal listening behavior.
In this work, we are interested in the possible moderating effect that user's personality may have on judgments of agent's extraversion and affiliation. The novelty consists of studying the possible interplay between these two user judgments, whereas users observe and interpret an agent's nonverbal behavior even before the face-to-face interaction takes place.
User-Agent Interpersonal Distance. The RAs REA [Cassell et al. [1999 [Cassell et al. [ , 2000 ] and Tinker ] both had life-sized articulated graphical bodies and acknowledged the user's presence using motion trackers. REA would first turn to face an approaching user and then attempt to salute them. Users could respond by coming closer and by speaking and gesturing, more or less choosing their preferred interaction distance. Tinker provided a touch screen for receiving user's input utterances. It used a motion sensor coupled with a hand biometric device for detecting surrounding users and (re)identify them using hand biometric features. Ring et al. [2014a] developed an RA for isolated older adults. Only the agent face was displayed on a touch screen monitor that users used to input their utterances by choosing among several options. They developed a passive version, in which conversations with the agent had to be initiated by the user by touching an option on the touch screen. Then they build a proactive version, in which the agent could detect when users walked by the system via a motion sensor and attempted to initiate a conversation by verbally greeting them. Results from a pilot study indicated that the proactive version was more accepted compared to the passive one relying upon users to initiate interactions.
Deshmuk et al. [2010] worked on a robotic RA capable of engaging in spontaneous interaction with the users by approaching them in a proper manner (i.e., asses whether the interaction could be initiated even when not requested) or be ready to start an interaction if the user showed willingness to engage with the robot (only when the user was within its social area). Heenan et al. [2013] adopted Kendon's greeting model and Hall's proxemics theory to provide a humanoid robotic agent with social awareness toward approaching users. The physical constraints of the robot prevented it from realizing facial expressions and eye gaze behavior; however, proxemics, gaze (whole head), and simple gesturing (e.g. hand wave) were exhibited during the greeting process with the user.
Koay and colleagues [2014] studied users' proxemic preferences for a domestic nonhumanoid service robot that handed them an object. They conducted a field study in a home setting and discovered that social expectations impacted the results even if a nonhumanoid robot was deployed. In particular, findings indicated that participants were comfortable with the robot approaching to the closest implemented distance (0.5 m) and preferred the robot to approach them from the front. In a similar longitudinal study, they found that humans preferred to approach a robot more closely than they allowed the robot to approach them in a physically restricted area [Walters et al. 2011] . Moreover, most of the user-robot proxemics adaptation occurred in the first two interaction sessions, and for the remaining four weeks, approach distance preferences remained relatively steady.
Finally, Kim and colleagues [2014] studied proxemics behavior (close vs. distant) and social status (supervisor vs. subordinate) of an anthropomorphic robot in a cardmatching game scenario wherein participants played with the robot. They found that robot's social status interacted with proxemics behavior on the overall judgments of users' experience. In particular, participants who interacted with the supervisor robot judged the experience more positive when it was close, whereas interactions with the subordinate robot resulted in a more positive experience when the robot was distant.
Independently from the agent's embodiment, these works suggest that considering interpersonal distance between user and agent and, in particular, paying attention to the nonverbal behavior exhibited by the agent during the initial moments of interaction (e.g., the greeting process) are important aspects to factor in the design of conversational interfaces. None of these systems exhibited different behaviors as a function of decreasing interpersonal distance, and none were used to study the effects of subtle nonverbal manipulation on users' first impressions.
Public Space Deployments. Virtual and robotic conversational agents have been deployed in public spaces (mainly museums) for field studies and for collecting large amounts of data.
Virtual Agents. Kopp et al. [2005] installed Max in the Heinz Nixdorf Museums Forum in Germany. Max was projected on a life-size screen, standing face-to-face with visitors. Its expressed behavior included a German voice accompanied by conversational gestures and gaze. In Robinson et al. [2008] , they explore the issues of deploying conversational agents in public spaces through an analysis of a corpus of visitors-agent interactions collected at the Cooper Hewitt Museum in New York.
Lim et al. [2010] deployed Sarah on a large display in a meeting room of Heriot-Watt University in UK. This was an exploratory study "in the wild" for gathering information about interesting conversation topics in order to inform the design of an autonomous version of the agent that can act as a long-term companion in a natural social setting. Students did not interact enough time with Sarah in order to have a consistent amount of information. According to the authors, first impressions played an important role: "due to an initial disappointment, the students might find Sarah not worth interacting with... Moreover, the attention they gave to the agent and the time spent interacting with Sarah was too short to create a valid impression of her."
In Nunamaker et al. [2011] , they present an automated conversational kiosk that uses a virtual agent to interview individuals and detect changes in arousal, behavior, and cognitive effort by using psycho-physiological information systems. Ada and Grace [Traum et al. 2012] were twin virtual conversational agents at the Boston MoS. They could interact with each other and were designed to engage visitors using unrestricted speech input from a microphone. A virtual 3D cartoon-style pedagogical agent was also exhibited at MoS [Lane et al. 2011] . It was designed to be approachable, supportive, and understanding in order to improve the experience of museum visitors in that area. Finally, Samer et al. [2012] deployed Furhat at the London Science Museum as part of a robot festival. Furhat is a 3D back-projected human like robot head that utilizes a computer animated face to carry multimodal multiparty interactions with visitors.
Robotic Agents. Gockley and colleagues [2005] presented Valerie, a robot receptionist installed in the entrance way to Newell-Simon Hall at Carnegie Mellon University, in USA. Valerie was able to give directions to visitors and look-up the weather forecast while also exhibiting a compelling personality and character to encourage multiple visits over extended periods of time. Ludewing and colleagues conducted a field study using a shopping robot with extraverted personality [Ludewig et al. 2012] . They found that the extraverted robot received a higher social acceptance by the users than a conventional version (i.e., close to neutrality).
These public deployments had virtual and robotic embodiment capable of multimodal interaction. However, none of them incorporated a model of first impressions through nonverbal behavior when a user approached them for the first time during the initiation of the interaction (i.e., greeting process).
PREPARATORY USER STUDIES

Nonverbal Behavior Interpretation Study
In this first preparatory study our subjects, represented by an on-screen avatar, approached a series of greeting agents in a 3D virtual museum entrance displayed on a 19" LCD monitor (see Figure 2) . The goal was to evaluate users' impressions of a greeting agent's extraversion and affiliation in a first encounter. The agents exclusively exhibited a set of nonverbal immediacy cues that were systematically manipulated during the initiation of the interaction. The approaches had a duration of 12.5s. This was chosen after a prior validation study described in the electronic appendix.
The main research questions were the following.
(1) How do users interpret an agent's smile, gaze, and proxemics behavior in terms of first impressions of extraversion and affiliation? (2) Does the user's own personality influence the interpretation?
We had two additional exploratory questions: (1) In addition to personality and interpersonal attitudes, what kind of judgments are people forming when observing and interacting with conversational agents that display certain nonverbal cues? (2) When moving from a first to third person camera perspective (user's avatar visible from the back), do users interpret observed nonverbal behavior in the same way? For this second question, the study was split into two trials, 1P and 3P, differing only in the camera perspective used.
5.1.1. Hypotheses and Setting. The following are the two hypotheses that we had for both trials:
-H1: The amount of extraversion that subjects attribute to a greeting agent (a) depends on the displayed smile and proxemics behavior and the amount of gaze it exhibits toward the subject during the initiation of the interaction and (b) is further moderated by the subject's own personality. -H2: The amount of friendliness that subjects attribute to a greeting agent (a) depends on the displayed smile and proxemics behavior and the amount of gaze it exhibits toward the subject during the initiation of the interaction and (b) is further moderated by the subject's own personality.
The context of interaction was the main entrance of a virtual museum. The scene always started with the subject's avatar (AVATAR) outside, in front of automatic sliding doors, and the greeting agent (AGENT) standing inside, close to a reception desk watching a computer screen. Figure 2 (on the left) shows this setting in first person perspective when the approach has already started.
We designed our stimuli by keeping in mind the subtlety of the agent's exhibited behavior. This study is described in detail in Cafaro et al. [2012] , but we remark here how our three independent variables differed. These variables were smile (no vs. yes), gaze (low % vs. high %), and proxemics (no step vs. step). Figure 2 (on the right) shows a schematic top view of the scene with the AVATAR and the AGENT in their initial positions. The black arcs are points where specific behaviors were exhibited according to Kendon's greeting model and Hall's proxemics theory, distances (in meters using the American notation) are from the AGENT to the arch.
We created a baseline behavior for the AGENT that was exhibited across all conditions of the study when the AVATAR approached it. This consisted of watching a computer screen at the beginning with both head and eyes toward it, gazing at the AVATAR for 2s when it was at T1 (8m), looking back at the screen moving only the eyes and, finally, gazing at the AVATAR at T3 (3.30m). The AVATAR always stopped at T4 (1.43m).
In the smiling condition, the AGENT exhibited a polite smile starting at T1, when not smiling a neutral facial expression was displayed. The smiling facial expressions was created by controlling Facial Action Units [Ekman and Friesen 1978] applied to the neutral facial expression and affecting the agent's lips, cheeks, and eyebrows. The "high %" gaze was obtained with a 2s eye glance at T2 (on top of the baseline) that was not present in the "low %" gaze condition. It follows that the difference between "low %" and "high %" gaze conditions was simply related to their duration, in the former the AGENT looked at the subject's AVATAR for a shorter time compared to the latter, although it was never staring at the user for the whole interaction. The "step" condition was simply a step toward the AVATAR when it was at T3 keeping the arms behind the back.
Main Findings.
We had 32 participants in each trial (1P: 20 males and 12 females; 3P: 19 males and 13 females). The detailed statistical analysis can be found in Cafaro et al. [2012] , we review here the main findings. This study has provided evidence that people form impressions of a greeting agent's extraversion and friendliness in the very first moments of a virtual encounter when the agent exclusively exhibited nonverbal immediacy cues (smile, gaze, and proxemics). The fact that main effects were found suggests the power of even subtle behavioral variations.
We also discovered that the specific cues adopted had well-defined and separate meanings along the two dimensions measured, in particular, proxemics behavior had the biggest impact on impressions of extraversion, whereas smile and gaze had significant impact on friendliness. Furthermore, we demonstrated that camera perspective (first or third view) has no influence on user interpretations of an agent's nonverbal behavior in this context. Influence of user's personality on behavior interpretation was found. Our results showed influences of subject's extraversion and agreeableness traits on behavior interpretation, except for the neuroticism trait. It is possible that user's preferences for a virtual guide agent might depend on those personality traits. Considering that the social dimensions of our model (i.e., extraversion and friendliness) are likely to relate to these traits, we kept investigating those in the second laboratory study and excluded the neuroticism trait.
We further looked at possible subjects' gender and cultural identity effects in order to explain possible influences of such factors in addition to subject's personality on the behavior interpretation. The cultural identity of the subjects was obtained, as part of the demographic information, by asking participants to select the country that most represented their cultural identity from a list of all countries in the world. Although labeling someone's culture with a country is not representative of many facets of a given culture (e.g., consider sub-cultural identities depending on local/regional dialects), this single choice (i.e., nationality label) allowed us to obtain the information in a simple but not naive (i.e., 1-to-1 mapping between nationality and culture) manner, by giving subjects the freedom to choose their cultural background while still keeping it simple and non-ambiguous simply by picking a label that best represented their cultural identity (i.e., the closest one).
We didn't find significant interaction effects to report for the subjects' gender analysis in either trial (detailed statistics for this further analysis are provided in the electronic appendix). For the cultural identity, we had two sub-groups reflecting our largest group of subjects (i.e., Icelanders) and the remaining participants (i.e., Others). The analyses revealed a difference in the smile perceptions between the two groups. Icelanders interpreted smiling agents as more introverted compared to those not smiling, whereas the Others group interpreted smiling agents as more extraverted than non-smiling ones. In sum, cultural differences did occur, but with a small effect size compared to the main effects of our stimuli (i.e., smile, gaze, and proxemics behavior).
The findings of this first study indicate that results in social psychology research on the assessment of personality traits and attitudes on the basis of nonverbal behavior Riggio and Friedman 1986; Argyle 1988 ] do translate to the context of user-agent interaction. In particular, outcomes of using nonverbal immediacy [Richmond et al. 2008 ] are preserved in virtual encounters.
Finally, "Agent Likeability" results mirrored those of "Agent Friendliness", smiling and gazing agents were considered more approachable and likable. According to our measurement of likability, these results predict that subjects might consider friendliness (attitude) more important than extraversion (personality) when it comes to deciding whether to continue the interaction or not later.
5.1.3. Impact of Results on First Impressions Model. We can conclude that when exhibiting smile, gaze, and proxemics behavior in orchestration, we can manage an agent's given impressions of friendliness and extraversion simultaneously, by focusing on smile and gaze for the former and proxemics for the latter. It is remarkable that these impressions can be managed at the same time, therefore without risking to show off an unwanted impression (e.g. unfriendliness) when attempting to be, for example, more reserved by waiting for the user to come close without stepping toward him/her, thus not being judged as extroverted if required by the social context.
In our first impressions model of personality and attitude, we now know how agent's nonverbal greeting cues are interpreted, but the impact and relative importance of those impressions on user's acceptance remain undiscovered. The study presented next addresses these aspects building on these results but moves toward a setting closer to the final field study where a life-sized virtual agent is displayed. Fig. 3 . A 3D reconstruction of the setting adopted for our study showing the user position standing still in front of an animated view of the full-size guides. The tablet computer on the kiosk at the left of the user was used to answer the questions after meeting each guide in the virtual museum entrance shown on the screen in front of the user.
Nonverbal Behavior Impact Study
This second study aimed at investigating the impact of personality and attitude impressions of an agent on users' relational decisions in terms of how likely they are to interact with the agent again and how often they would then interact with it. We also wanted to study possible effects of concordance between the user's own personality and the agent's personality and attitude when making these decisions, i.e., whether the user's relational decisions depend on his/her own personality.
In order to make the presentation of our stimuli clearer and, most importantly, make the setting more similar to the field study described next, subjects observed a series of animated views of first-person perspective approaches to life-sized agents presented as guides of a virtual museum. The guides exhibited two levels of personality (high vs. low extraversion) and attitude (high vs. low friendliness) toward the subjects during initial greeting approaches of 12.5s. The manipulations were exclusively based on nonverbal immediacy cues exhibited by the guides as suggested by our previous study. After meeting each guide, subjects were immediately asked to express, in general, how likely they were to spend time with it again and their preferences about the number of guided tours they would be willing to take with the agent. The study was first summarized in Cafaro et al. [2013] , but more detail is provided in the following sections.
5.2.1. Apparatus and Stimuli. The subjects interacted with our guides standing at a fixed location in front of a 2.7m wide and 2.0m high back-projected screen at a distance of 1.50m. They experienced the stimuli without using stereoscopy. Figure 3 shows a 3D representation of this setting. The screen projected life-size agents in a 3D virtual entrance of a museum. The scene always started with the subject outside, in front of automatic sliding doors and a single guide agent waiting inside, standing close to a reception desk, holding its arms behind its back and watching a computer screen, similar to our previous study.
From the subject's point of view, an experimental session consisted of observing (in first person perspective) their approach to a series of virtual guides to symbolically give each of them a business card, as shown in Figure 3 .
A touch screen tablet computer was used to give subjects the ability to start each interaction, by pressing a button on the screen, and to administer self-report questionnaires at the end of each interaction. When a subject touched the start button on the tablet, it triggered an animated locomotion toward the guide agent. It automatically stopped when the subject reached the encounter space of the agent. The self-report questions were displayed after approaching each guide (with the agent no longer present on the screen) and subjects tapped on the tablet screen to reply. A system of lights in the ceiling of the experiment room was controlled via software to lead the subject through the various steps of the study. A light would turn on in front of the screen to make a marker visible on the floor. This marker indicated the point where the subject had to stand when observing the approach toward the guide on the screen. Another light would turn on (switching the other off) to show that questions were available on the tablet right after approaching each guide. Pictures of the experimental room showing this setting are provided in the electronic appendix.
The independent variables were Guide Extraversion (low vs. high) and Guide Friendliness (low vs. high). The different levels of extraversion and friendliness were obtained by manipulating agents' nonverbal immediacy cues of smile, gaze, and proxemics according to our previous results. Since we discovered that agents that stepped toward approaching users were judged as more extraverted, our guides did the same when guide extraversion was at high level and did not step toward the subjects when at low. On the other hand, we earlier found that smiling and gazing agents were judged as more friendly; therefore, we had smiling and more gazing (though with a few glances away as in the earlier study) guides for the high level of guide friendliness. The low level was obtained with the neutral facial expression and a lower amount of gaze at the user. Table I shows all the mappings between the levels of our IVs and the resulting nonverbal behavior exhibited by the guides. To control for ordering and carryover effects, we showed the resulting four different conditions with a full counterbalanced treatment order [Bordens and Abbott 2002] in a within-subjects design. Table II provides a summary of our measures. The first two measures assessed relational decisions: Likelihood of Encounters assessed the overall willingness to visit the agent again, whereas Number of Visits assessed decisions about the frequency of those visits. After meeting the four guides, we asked subjects to choose their preferred guide (Guide Preference) among the four that they met and we assessed their personality (Subject Personality) using Saucier's Mini-Markers [Saucier 1994 ] set of adjectives for extraversion and agreeableness traits. The full set of questionnaire forms administered is listed in the electronic appendix.
Measures.
5.2.3. Participants and Procedure. We had 24 participants recruited via public announcements in our university campus and the surrounding city. There were 15 males and 9 females. 62% chose Iceland as cultural identity. They were aged 21-60 with 54% in the 21-30 range. All subjects were well educated and most were at least familiar with computer science and psychology. Detailed demographic data are provided in the electronic appendix. They were led to a dedicated room at our university facility, instructed about the procedure, shown a tutorial for familiarization, and asked to sign the consent declaration. Subjects were led to believe that the selected number of future visits represented an actual time commitment. The following is an excerpt of the consent form that we used.
By signing this document, I agree to come back in these facilities and be guided in one or more virtual tours of the museum according to the particular guide that will be assigned to me and the preference (number of visits) that I expressed for him. The guided tours (if any) will be scheduled over a period of two consecutive months at my earliest convenience. The start date of this period and all appointments will be scheduled in concordance with the investigator. Every visit will require approximately 15 minutes and different area of the museum will be shown if more than one visit is scheduled.
We explained to our subjects that the assignment of the guide would be random, but we would respect their wishes regarding each one (i.e., how often they would like to see them). This was introduced to prevent subjects expressing realistic preferences for only the most preferred guide and giving zero or a low number of visits to the others. After signing the consent declaration, we clarified again that a tour would require them to come back to our facilities and spend time with the guide delivering it. Then the investigator left the room to monitor the session from an adjacent observation room. The session consisted of (1) meeting each guide and then replying to questions on the tablet including the likelihood of future encounters and the number of visits, (2) choosing the preferred guide, (3) completing the personality inventory, and (4) providing demographic data. Finally, the investigator debriefed them, revealing the nature of the deception and reaffirming consent for using the data. For more details about the documents used for this study, see the electronic appendix.
The first five subjects of our study were quickly interviewed after the debriefing. Our goal was to check whether (a) they believed in the real-time commitment that they were taking by giving different options for the number of visits, (b) the choice was not influenced by their future availability, and (c) the virtual museum domain and the possibility of having guide tours were of sufficient interest. Only one subject reported having limited time availability in the near future, but all the others stated that their choices were only influenced by the guides presented. They all claimed that they seriously considered the possibility of coming back for subsequent visits and that the museum scenario had relatively little effect on their decisions compared to the guides' behavior.
Hypotheses.
From the results of our previous study and findings in social psychology on the outcome of nonverbal immediacy [Richmond et al. 2008; , we predicted that (a) friendliness, as an interpersonal attitude and a "short-term" feature, would have a main effect for all our measurements, whereas (b) extraversion, as a personality trait of the guides and a "long-term" feature, would interact with the subject's own personality. In the absence of consistent evidence on user-agent personality matching/mismatching preferences (as discussed in Section 4), and in accordance with a recent study in the conversational agents domain Cerekovic et al.
[2014], we opted for the matching school of thought. Thus, we predicted that similarity in the agent's personality (Guide Extraversion) and the user's personality would have positive effects on outcomes. These were our hypotheses.
-H1 (Likelihood of Encounters): (a) Guide Friendliness will have a main effect on the likelihood of future encounters. Subjects will be more likely to encounter high friendliness guides again compared to the low friendliness ones; (b) subjects own personality, either the extraversion or the agreeableness trait, will positively interact with guide extraversion (e.g., High extraverted subjects will be more likely to encounter high extraverted guides again); -H2 (Number of Visits): (a) Guide Friendliness will have a main effect on the number of future visits. Subjects will choose a higher number of visits with high friendliness guides compared to the low friendliness ones; (b) subjects own personality, either the extraversion or the agreeableness trait, will positively interact with guide extraversion (e.g., High extraverted subjects will choose a higher number of visits with high extraverted guides); -H3 (Guide Preference): The preferred guide will have high level of friendliness.
Results. We conducted separate mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVAs) for the two dependent variables Likelihood of Encounters and
Number of Visits, with guide extraversion and guide friendliness as within-subjects factors and subject extraversion and agreeableness as between-subjects factors. We used a factorial model, but we omitted interactions among the between-subject factors. In order to use the two subject personality traits as between-subjects factors, for each measured trait we split our population at the median into "low" and "high" groups.
Likelihood of Encounters. A mixed-design ANOVA was conducted for this measure. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of guide friendliness, F(1, 21) = 21.91, p = 0.000, η 2 p = 0.51; subjects were more likely to do business with high friendliness guides later, compared to the low friendliness ones (H1-a supported) . The main effect of guide extraversion was not significant (F(1, 21) = 0.39, p = 0.54, η 2 p = 0.018). No significant interaction effects were observed between the guide extraversion and subject personality traits; therefore, H1-b was rejected.
We also looked at possible subjects' gender and cultural identity effects conducting an additional analysis with these two as between-subjects factors (as also done in the previous study). However, we did not find significant interaction effects to report.
Number of Visits. This variable was measured on an ordinal scale ranging from 0 to 10 and did not follow a normal distribution. In order to use standard analysis techniques for repeated measures (i.e., RM-ANOVA), we applied an aligned rank transform (ART) for non-parametric factorial data analysis as suggested by Wobbrock et al. [2011] . The analysis of the transformed values revealed a significant main effect of guide friendliness on the number of visits, F(1, 20) = 14.22, p ≤ 0.001, η 2 p = 0.47; subjects preferred to take a higher number of visits with high friendliness guides compared to the low friendliness ones (H2-a supported) . The main effect of guide extraversion was not significant (F(1, 20) = 0.062, p = 0.80, η 2 p = 0.003). No significant interaction effects between Guide Extraversion and the subject personality traits were observed; therefore H2-b was rejected. There weren't significant interaction effects on the number of visits between Guide Extraversion (Friendliness) and the two factors subjects' gender and cultural identity. Guide Preference. All the subjects, except one, had a preference for a specific guide type among the four presented as shown in Table III . Subjects showed a highly significant preference for the guides with a high level of friendliness, χ 2 (2, N = 23) = 12.56, p < 0.001; therefore H3 is supported. For the chi-square test of goodness-of-fit that was performed we dropped the single subject without preference and grouped the other preferences in two categories depending on the guide's level of friendliness.
Frequency Analysis for Number of Visits.
In support of earlier results and to examine this measure from a different angle, we treated the number of visits' preferences received by each guide as ordered categories and computed the frequencies of choices for every single category. For high friendliness guides-those most often preferredsubjects more frequently selected a high number of visits (5-8), compared to low friendliness guides where a low number of visits (0-1) were more commonly selected. The modes for the high friendliness guides were three visits (at low extraversion) and two visits (at high extraversion): A relatively high number of subjects would have spent from 30 (2 × 15) up to 45 (3 × 15)min with them later, considering that each visit would have required 15min.
5.2.6. Discussion. The friendliness of the virtual guide had a main effect for all our measurements, thus supporting our hypotheses (H1-a, H2-a, and H3). In particular, high friendliness received a higher number of visit preferences than low friendliness guides, subjects were more inclined to do business with them later, and they were the most preferred ones regardless of the level of personality that was exhibited.
This would suggest that first impressions and relational assessments in humanagent interactions are made quickly, often in the beginning moments of initial conversations or, in our case, even prior to a conversation as in human-human interaction [Sunnafrank and Ramirez 2004] .
Contrary to what we expected, we did not observe any interaction effect between the user's own personality and the guide's level of extraversion, when measuring the number of visits and the likelihood of encounters (H1-b and H2-b rejected). A possible explanation is that considering the short amount of time that subjects had to form impressions of the guides, they based their decisions on a feature, interpersonal attitude, that happens in a "short term" and is specifically addressed to them in that particular context, thus fulfilling their expectations about the guides being approachable, friendly and polite.
Furthermore, there is a very little difference between the affiliation dimension of interpersonal attitudes and the agreeableness personality trait in terms of expressiveness through nonverbal behavior only [Richmond et al. 2008; Argyle 1988] . There is evidence that agreeableness might be related to formation of alliances and cooperative relationships [Mehu et al. 2008] . Thus, we could have expected to have such interaction effects by focusing on manipulating the guide agreeableness level, instead of extraversion.
One limitation that should be considered is the sample size (24 subjects) needed for an adequate analysis of concordance between the user's own personality and the agent's personality and attitude. Even though results in the earlier experiment were promising, a bigger sample might have revealed more consistent results. We searched for other factors that might have possibly had an influence, such as subjects' gender and cultural identity, but no interactions were found. We emphasize, however, that for a within-subjects design our sample size sufficed, in fact yielded large effect sizes for the main two measurements, i.e., Likelihood of Encounters (η 2 p = 0.51) and Number of Visits (η 2 p = 0.47). Another limitation concerns our number of visits outcome. It was a self-report measure and, even though our subjects consented to return to our lab according to the preferences they expressed, it was still a hypothetical decision. A behavioral measure, for example assessing whether subjects actually return for the tours they agreed to, would be preferable. This might be done within a longitudinal study design that would also allow us to examine the stability and long-term impact of attitudes and impressions formed in these brief user-agent encounters.
5.2.7. Main Findings. Our major finding is that the impressions of our virtual agents, exhibiting the proper nonverbal immediacy cues at specific points during only 12.5s of a first greeting encounter, had significant effects on users' relational decisions in terms of choosing how likely and for how often they would spend time with the guides later. In particular, guide friendliness, expressed with smiling and gazing more at the subjects, had a main effect for all our measures.
Furthermore, it is remarkable that all subjects, except for one, upon agreeing to come back in the consent, were able to choose their preferred guide among the four presented even though the interaction time was short, they had never seen our virtual guides before, and they also had the option to not choose any of them.
Impact of Results on First Impressions
Model. From this second preparatory study, we learned that in a virtual greeting encounter, the user's impressions of a guide's interpersonal attitude have greater impact on the likelihood and frequency of subsequent encounter compared to impressions of a guide's personality. From the behavior interpretation study, we discovered that smiling and gazing behavior suffice for managing those impressions (i.e. friendliness) when initiating the interaction.
MAINTAINING ENGAGEMENT AND MANAGING FIRST IMPRESSIONS IN A PUBLIC SPACE
Our ultimate goal in this work was to test our model of first impression management in a real-world setting, in which first impressions can have a significant impact on task outcomes. Museums represent an ideal context for this evaluation. Despite the use of visually appealing, interactive installations, guests in modern museums spend only 3-5min at un-staffed exhibits, making it difficult to achieve significant levels of in-depth education about any given topic. To address this problem, we designed a relational museum guide agent-named "Tinker"-that uses human social and relational behaviors to both draw guests to the exhibit and keep them there as long as possible so that learning can occur. This museum agent incorporates both our first impression model-to draw users to the exhibit-and theories of relationship construction, to keep users at the exhibit as long as possible.
In the following sections, we first provide a description of the Tinker exhibit in the chosen public space (Section 6.1). Then, we summarize results of a former field study on maintaining engagement with relational behavior once users have decided to interact with the system (Section 6.2). Finally, in Section 6.3, we present the field study with Tinker where we investigate whether the use of our first impression model can influence initial user attraction to the system (i.e., encourage engaging in interaction).
The Tinker Exhibit at the Boston Museum of Science
Tinker is a virtual museum guide that was installed in the Computer Place exhibit at the Boston MoS 1 , in Massachusetts, USA. It was able to provide visitors with information on and directions to a range of exhibits in the museum as well as discuss the theory and implementation underlying its own creation. The exhibit was operational from September 2007 to May 2014 and has been seen by over 170,000 museum visitors . Our field study ran approximately for 1 year (309 days) from December 2012 to October 2013.
The animated agent was displayed a 46" LCD display and it appeared in the form of a human-sized anthropomorphic robot that speaks using a synthetic voice (Figure 4 ). Tinker uses a biometric identification system (based on hand image features) so that it can re-identify visitors it has already talked to. It also uses a touch screen for user input, including multiple-choice selection of conversational utterances, user given name input, and topic navigation menus using iconic representations. A smaller sign behind Tinker displays system status information as well as a demonstration animation sequence showing approaching visitors how to use the hand reader. Information about a given visitor-including facts learned about them through dialogue, exhibits they asked about or said they were visiting, their computer literacy level, and the relationship model-is stored in a persistent data structure during an interaction, and saved to a database at the end of the interaction. When a return visitor is identified, the data for that visitor are reloaded into memory so the conversation, and the relationship, can be continued. More details on Tinker's design can be found in .
Study on Maintaining Engagement with Relational Behavior
An initial study was conducted (previously reported in ) to determine whether simulated relationship-building behavior by Tinker would lead to increased retention at the exhibit, once users had already decided to visit it. A randomized, between-subjects experiment was conducted in which the following relational behaviors were either turned on or off:
Empathy. Empathy is one of the core processes in building and maintaining relationships [Havens 1986; Gelso and Hayes 1998 ]. Tinker expresses empathy for feeling states expressed or implied by a visitor. For example, after asking about a visitor's experience at the museum, a user response expressing boredom results in "I am sorry to hear that. I hope you can find some part of the museum that interests you" (with a concerned facial display).
Getting Acquainted. Tinker asks visitors about themselves, such as who they are visiting with, and where they are from Svennevig [1999] .
Self-Disclosure and Reference to Common Ground. Tinker makes references to information disclosed by a visitor at subsequent points in the dialogue, to remind them of their shared knowledge and interaction history [Altman and Taylor 1973] .
Reference to Shared Values and Beliefs.
Tinker agreed with many of a visitor's expressed likes and dislikes [Gill et al. 1999] . For example, if the visitor indicates they are a Red Sox (Boston baseball team) fan, Tinker would say it is a fan as well (if the visitor does not indicate this, Tinker did not talk any further about the team).
Humor. Tinker interjects humor at appropriate points in the conversation [Cole and Bradac 1996] .
Form of Address.
Once visitors have entered their given name, Tinker uses it to greet them [Laver 1981 ]. It also greets them by name on return visits, if the biometric hand reader recognized them ] (e.g., "Hi Bob, welcome back!").
Expressing Liking of the User and the Interaction and Desire to Continue. During farewells and subsequent greetings, Tinker expresses liking of the user [Okun and
Kantrowitz 2014].
6.2.1. Main Findings. The automated study was completed with 1,607 adult visitors over two years, with 63% randomized to the relational condition. Results indicated the relational version of Tinker resulted in significant improvements on all measures of engagement, compared to the non-relational version, including:
Time Spent at Exhibit. Visitors in the relational group spent significantly longer time at the exhibit, 5.76 vs. 4.95min, t(1605) = 4.41, p < 0.001, and returned more frequently, 1.13 vs. 1.09 sessions, t(1605) = 2.65, p = 0.008, compared to the nonrelational group.
Self-Report. Responses on point-point scale measures filled out after interacting with Tinker indicated that visitors in the relational group were significantly more satisfied, t(1605) = 5.06, p < 0.001, and expressed a significantly greater desire to continue their interaction, t(1605) = 5.22, p < 0.001, compared to those in the non-relational group.
Learning. Visitors in the relational group felt they learned significantly more compared to those in the non-relational group, t(1603) = 4.55, p < 0.001, even though the educational content was the same in both conditions. Most importantly, visitors actually learned more from the relational Tinker, scoring significantly higher on a post-session knowledge test, t(1602) = 2.35, p < 0.05, compared to participants who interacted with the non-relational Tinker.
This study demonstrated that proper use of social behaviors by a system-in this case relational behaviors used by an anthropomorphic museum exhibit-can have a significant impact on user engagement, once users have decided to interact with the system. In the next study, we investigate whether the use of first impression management behaviors can influence initial user attraction to a system, using the same museum platform.
Study on First Impressions Management in the Museum
To evaluate the impact of our first impressions model on initial engagement, we extended Tinker with the ability to exhibit friendly greeting behaviors and conducted a study to determine whether these had an impact on visitor decisions to approach and initiate interaction with the exhibit. We conducted a fully randomized experiment with a three-group, between-subjects design, in which we compared FRIENDLY and UNFRIENDLY versions of Tinker, that exhibited smiling and gaze cues according to our earlier studies, along with a CONTROL version of Tinker that did not exhibit any nonverbal reaction toward an approaching visitor (i.e., our model turned off).
6.3.1. Extensions to Tinker for First Impression Management. Applying our greeting model to Tinker, where users were free to move around in front of the exhibit, required both robust presence detection, to initiate a greeting or know when abandoned, and location tracking, to react according to the different stages in the greeting model. Figure 5 shows a 3D reconstruction of the area of the museum where Tinker was exhibited.
Due to space limitations in the museum and sensor limitations, we had to modify several parameters of our greeting model. We needed to scale down the distances suggested by Kendon by 50%. This placed the "Distant Salutation" at a distance of 4m from Tinker (instead of 8m), which was the best compromise between the least distance where this reaction could have happened and the constraints due to the spatial arrangement of Tinker in the room. As we can see in picture 5, Tinker stood in a corner facing the main entrance of the Computer Place area (down left) and a corridor that leads to different exhibits (down right), both at distance of about 4m. We kept the original distance T4, instead of scaling it down to 0.78m, due to hardware sensing limitations.
2 Furthermore, the position in which visitors had access to the input devices (hand reader and touch screen) was at about 1.40m as well. Pictures of the Computer Place space where Tinker was exhibited are provided in the electronic appendix. Figure 5 are points, according to our model, where Tinker's nonverbal reactions were triggered during the visitor's approach as implemented in the preparatory studies. Both the new distances and the original model distances (in parentheses using American notation) are shown.
The nonverbal immediacy cues exhibited by the agent were smiling and gazing behavior. According to our previous findings, smiling and gazing more at the user yield impressions of high affiliation (i.e., a friendly attitude), whereas not smiling and a lower amount of eye contact were judged as low affiliation cues (i.e., an unfriendly attitude). Table IV summarizes the three conditions in this study and the corresponding nonverbal greeting behavior exhibited by Tinker.
In all conditions, Tinker beckoned the visitors when they reached the "Encounter" point T4 (1.4m) by demonstrating how to use the hand reader and inviting them to begin the interaction. We had a CONTROL GROUP with Tinker not reacting at all during the approach. In this condition, Tinker appeared to be asleep with the arms crossed and the head a bit tilted on the right side. In both FRIENDLY and UNFRIENDLY TINKER conditions, the agent woke up at T1 with a gaze at the visitors of 0.5s. Then it looked away (on the right side) and looked back at the visitors when they were at T3 (1.7m). In the FRIENDLY TINKER condition, we added a smiling facial expression at T1 (4m) and the "high %" of gaze behavior was obtained with a 0.5s eye glance at T2 (2.6m). The gazes at the visitors had a shorter duration (0.5s) compared to the original one (2s) used in the previous studies. This allowed Tinker to properly exhibit the gazes at each visitor given that we scaled down the distances to trigger the behavior. The second glance at the visitors at T2 in the FRIENDLY TINKER condition served to indicate continuous attention to the visitors.
Tinker's nonverbal behaviors were all displayed using pre-made animations. We conducted an informal manipulation check in our lab facilities (N = 10, 3 females and 7 males) with a deployment of Tinker similar to the exhibit at the museum, except for the new proximity sensing capability. We asked subjects to approach Tinker while we were testing each behavior (i.e., smile and gaze) separately on both levels (neutral vs. smiling facial expression and low % vs. high % of gaze) to verify that differences between the levels were correctly perceived by subjects (see the electronic appendix for details).
6.3.3. Measures. A summary of our measures is provided in Table V . As Kendon suggests, how far one goes out of one's way to meet another appears to have a communicational significance [Kendon 1990 ] and, most importantly, manifests the desire to engage in an interaction.
Visitor Actions. This outcome measured how far out of their way visitors went when approaching Tinker. It is divided into four possible outcomes that can be sequentially performed by a visitor and eventually lead to a conversation session with the agent. Visitors quitting (i.e., walking away) at any point during the approach performed no actions (i.e., zero). Those completing the approach, thus arriving at the "Encounter" point T4, were performing one action. At that point Tinker invited the visitor to begin the session by placing the hand in the reader, thus the second action was performed when the visitor did that. Finally, after listening to Tinker's instructions on how to keep the hand in the reader and choose dialogue options from the touch screen input, the visitor could begin the conversation session with the agent. The moment the visitor began the session signaled the last possible action that we measured.
Session Duration. This is a conditional outcome dependent on the number of actions taken before. It measures the duration of conversation sessions in seconds; however; those are measured only for visitors that completed all of the actions prior to beginning a conversation with Tinker. Similarly to the time spent at exhibit outcome of the earlier study, this outcome measures the ability of the agent to maintain the user engaged after having initiated the interaction.
6.3.4. Participants and Procedure. It was impractical to obtain consent from visitors who approached but then continued past the exhibit, especially given the 5,000 visitors a month who walked by. Furthermore, asking for consent prior to beginning the approach would have primed the subjects, invalidating the effects desired given that we were dealing with Tinker's first impressions. For these reasons, we collected data about Number of Actions during visitors' approaches and their Session Duration purely as anonymous behavioral outcomes.
After two weeks of pilot testing, we collected data from the 11th of December 2012 to the 15th of October 2013. Given the nature of the study, we did not collect demographics from study participants. However, the demographics of general museum visitors during the same time period indicate that most visitors are female (55%), aged 35-54 (57%), and well-educated (42% college degree and 41% graduate degree), and 77% visit with children.
Our experiment was administered in a completely automated fashion and some automated filtering rules were applied to the data collected. As soon as Tinker detected a visitor approaching, the visitor was randomized into one of the three conditions. Kendon's observations of human greetings were primarily focusing on 1-to-1 interactions and this impacted the design of our previous studies that had a single greeting agent and one user approaching it. In the museum setting, most visitors arrive in groups of two or more; therefore, we had to implement a series of filtering rules to pick social situations that fit our greeting model and obtain "clean" data by discarding from our dataset the cases shown in Table VI .
When more visitors were present Tinker started immediately to beckon them as if there was a single person that reached point T4. These cases were filtered out. When a single visitor that approached the exhibit and arrived at T4, the "Encounter" point, did not start the conversation session for a period longer than 4min Tinker Returning visitors recognized by the hand reader Violates study assumptions a In earlier studies the approaching speed was 1.11m/s, but in the pilot testing at the museum we discovered that 1m/s was the maximum walking speed that allowed Tinker to exhibit the different nonverbal reactions considering its animation capabilities. b A timeout of 8s started after hitting points [T1-T3] of the approach and Tinker started the beckon animation when it expired. The timeout was reset every time a point was reached.
would initiate the interaction. However, we included in our dataset cases when some passersby appeared from behind while a single visitor was involved in an ongoing "clean" approach.
In sum, we filtered out 15,441 cases out of a total of 30,727 3 visitors that were detected by Tinker during our data collection. Therefore, the total number of visitors across all conditions participating in our study and contributing to clean data is 15286. This number also includes visitors that performed zero actions and walked away while approaching Tinker (in a clean fashion).
6.3.5. Hypotheses. From the results of our preparatory studies, we predicted that: -H1 (Visitor Actions): Approaching visitors in the FRIENDLY TINKER group will perform a higher number of actions compared to the UNFRIENDLY TINKER group that, in turn, will complete a higher number of actions compared to the CONTROL group 4 ; -H2 (Session Duration): Given that a visitor has performed all the actions to complete the approach and start a conversation session with Tinker, visitors in the FRIENDLY TINKER sub-group will engage in longer sessions with the agent compared to the UNFRIENDLY TINKER sub-group that, in turn, will have longer sessions compared to the CONTROL sub-group.
6.3.6. Quantitative Analysis. Visitor Actions. A Kruskal Wallis test was conducted to compare this ordinal measure between the three groups. The test was non-significant (χ 2 (2) = 1.58, p = 0.45); therefore, H1 was not supported. A further qualitative analysis of this outcome is discussed in the next section.
Session Duration. Duration had a positive skew; thus, we applied a log 2 − trans f ormation to the original dataset as recommended in Bland and Altman [1996] . We also detected outliers in our dataset corresponding to subjects who had a very short session duration. We opted to exclude those who had a duration less than to 10s, since this is the time required to exchange at least one dialogue turn with Tinker. (408) A D'Agostino skewness test [D'Agostino 1970] ran on the original dataset revealed a highly significant positive skewness of 2.6 (SE = 14.07, p < 0.001), whereas the log 2 − transformed data excluding outliers had a slight (non-significant) negative skewness of −0.1 (SE = −0.93, p = 0.35).
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA was conducted on the log 2 − transformed data to test for Session Duration differences among the three sub-groups that started a conversation with the agent (N = 1138, CONTROL = 365, UNFRIENDLY TINKER = 378, FRIENDLY TINKER = 395).
There were no significant main effects of study condition on Session Duration. In particular, the geometric mean 5 duration in the UNFRIENDLY TINKER group was higher (GM = 80.50, 95% CI [74.67, 86.77 ]) compared to the FRIENDLY TINKER group (GM = 77.92, 95% CI [72.41, 83.88] ), that in turn, had higher geometric mean compared to the CONTROL GROUP (GM = 73.77, 95% CI [68.33, 79.62] ). However, this was not significant (F(2, 1135) = 1.30, p = .27); therefore, H2 was not supported.
6.3.7. Qualitative Observational Analysis. Since the hypotheses were not supported by our quantitative analysis, we exploited our data on Visitors Actions in a qualitative observational analysis described in this section, and an additional web survey in the next section aimed at understanding to what extent the manipulation of our field study was effective.
In Table VII , for each of the three experimental conditions, the first column shows the total number of cases in the given condition, and then the columns (from left to right) show the percentage of visitors (raw numbers are in parenthesis) that performed the corresponding action described in the heading prior to walking away, except for the first column that only shows how many visitors walked away without performing any action. For instance, if we examine the FRIENDLY TINKER condition, the row indicates that roughly the 90% of the visitors walked away, and then the 1.22% only completed the approach and then left, whereas another 1.42% of them went further by also placing the hand in the reader before walking away, and, finally, the 8.06% performed all of the actions by starting a conversation with Tinker.
These data would suggest that initial engagement worked better, encouraging visitors to start the session, when our model was active (7.40% and 8.06%) compared to the CONTROL condition (7.21%) where neither a greeting model nor impression management took place. When the model was present, FRIENDLY TINKER seemed to attract more visitors (8.06%) compared to the UNFRIENDLY version (7.40%) as originally predicted. This can be seen more clearly in terms of retention rates as shown in Table VIII . For each condition, we computed the percentage of visitors that Tinker was able to retain after they performed each of the possible actions. We can see that Tinker, when managing first impressions, retained a higher number of visitors compared to the control version that was not initiating the interaction from distance. The FRIENDLY Tinker retained more visitors across the different actions compared to the UNFRIENDLY one.
The nonverbal greeting behavior exhibited by Tinker was critical for implementing our first impressions model and conduct our field study. It is possible that our manipulations failed and Tinker was not conveying to visitors the impressions we wanted, for this reason we went back in a controlled setting and (re)tested the difference between FRIENDLY and UNFRIENDLY TINKER versions in terms of friendliness judgments and first impressions that subjects had right after observing the two versions of the agent as presented in the following section.
6.3.8. First Impressions of Tinker in a Web Survey. Although we ran a manipulation check to selectively validate the nonverbal behavior exhibited by Tinker (i.e., smiling behavior and different amount of gaze at user) prior to conducting the field study, because of the importance of these stimuli, we questioned whether visitors were able to observe any difference between the two versions of Tinker that they had been exposed to.
Stimuli. We designed a within-subjects study where subjects accessed an on-line survey and observed in a fully randomized order two videos of Tinker, respectively the FRIENDLY and UNFRIENDLY versions, as if they were approaching it at the museum; thus, the agent was exhibiting the nonverbal reactions associated with each version in an automated fashion.
Measures. After watching each video, subjects were asked to rate their Free Impressions of the agent in the same format as described in Cafaro et al. [2012] . Thus, we asked them to write the first three adjectives that came to their minds (only one was mandatory). Then we asked them to report their impressions of Tinker's Friendliness by using a nine points Likert-scale ranging from Extremely Unfriendly to Extremely Friendly. This assessment of friendliness was also done in our behavior interpretation study and described in Cafaro et al. [2012] .
Participants. We had 126 subjects participating in this on-line survey (78 males and 48 females). Participants were recruited via public announcements in our university campus and mailing lists. They represented six cultural identities 6 with 87% reporting "Icelandic." They were aged 18-60 with 62% in the 21-30 range. Detailed demographics are provided in the electronic appendix.
Quantitative Analysis. Our hypothesis was that the FRIENDLY TINKER version would have received higher ratings of friendliness compared to the UNFRIENDLY TINKER one. We conducted a within-subjects one-way ANOVA on Tinker Friendliness ratings; however, there were not significant effects ( (F(1, 125) = 1.41, p = 0.24, η 2 p = 0.011), thus we rejected our hypothesis.
Qualitative Analysis. We also performed a qualitative analysis of the Free Impressions adjectives following the methodology described in Cafaro et al. [2012] . We report here the total counts for the identified categories of adjectives with similar meanings in the following format (<total count in the UNFRIENDLY TINKER condition>, <total count in the FRIENDLY TINKER condition>). For the full dataset already grouped in categories, see the electronic appendix.
Tinker was judged as "weird, strange, awkward, and odd" (29 times vs. 26 times); "nice, polite, likable, and friendly" (21 times vs. 21 times); and "clever, assertive, and helpful" (12 times vs. 11 times) in both conditions. UNFRIENDLY TINKER was more often judged as "mechanical, robotic, fake, and artificial" (31 times vs. 22 times) and also "lifeless, absent, dull, stiff, flat, and cold" (22 times vs. 14 times) compared to FRIENDLY TINKER.
On the other hand, the FRIENDLY TINKER version was more often seen as "funny, playful and childish" (7 times vs. 12 times), "silly, stupid, and useless" (17 times vs. 22 times), and considered more often "creepy, unnerving, and untrustworthy" (5 times vs. 20 times) than the other.
Regarding the graphical appearance of the agent, a few subjects also reported adjectives such as "evil eyes" and "crappy graphics" (for FRIENDLY TINKER) or "big eyes" (for UNFRIENDLY TINKER).
6.3.9. Discussion and Main Findings. The Session Duration assessment did not show significant improvements among the three versions of Tinker in our field study, though longer sessions were recorded when TINKER was managing impressions compared to the CONTROL version. We believe that dialogue content affect this outcome more than Tinker's greeting behavior displayed while initiating the interaction. It is possible that by adding a brief spoken greeting speech-manipulated according to the two levels of friendliness-could have had an impact on this assessment, though our focus was on nonverbal cues prior to beginning any verbal exchange. It should be emphasized that the earlier field study got significant improvements on a similar outcome (i.e., Time Spent at Exhibit) when relational verbal and nonverbal behavior was exhibited. During our field study Tinker always had the relational behaviors turned on, which might explain why no consistent differences, other than the small trends, were found.
The qualitative analysis of Visitor Actions revealed an important finding, turning on our first impression model was attracting more visitors to the exhibit, more specifically when Tinker managed friendly impressions. According to Richards [2012] , virtual guides must include an agent wait state. These are the believable behaviors that the agent should perform when they are not interacting with a user. This is quite common in exhibition guides. Often this wait state is used to attract the attention of passersby at an exhibit. Thus, our results complied with these suggestions.
The web survey demonstrated that subjects did not observe any difference in terms of friendliness between the two videos of Tinker that they observed. Although the UNFRIENDLY TINKER version was judged as more "mechanical, robotic, fake, and artificial" than the FRIENDLY TINKER, and we think this might be due to the lack of nonverbal cues expressed by the former (i.e., no smiling and a fewer gazes at the visitor), the two versions of Tinker were judged equally as "nice, polite, likable, and friendly." By analyzing subjects' responses in the web survey, we noticed that the smiling behavior of the FRIENDLY TINKER version led subjects to report adjectives such as "evil eyes" or "Tinker is over friendly, the agent seems over excited".
It is interesting to note that FRIENDLY TINKER was more often judged as "silly, stupid, and useless" in the web survey, this might be related to the trends showing visitors having longer session duration with the UNFRIENDLY TINKER. Furthermore, FRIENDLY TINKER was considered "untrustworthy." This might have important implications in terms of the agent's pedagogical and relational role, since visitors might have trusted the UNFRIENDLY TINKER version more when it came to asking information or directions about the museum exhibits and bond with the agent.
From this follow-up web study and our main field study, we can conclude that extending Tinker with our model of first impression seemed to encourage more visitors to engage in interaction, but in order to obtain a greater substantial effect more factors need to be considered. First, greeting behavior-smiling in particular-assumes a different meaning in different social contexts and settings. The effects on participants were different when moving from the controlled to the public space setting, and exhibiting this behavior, in such a public setting, becomes trickier. Secondly, the particular animation for this behavior on the specific agent model at the museum (i.e., Tinker) led some subjects to judge the agent as untrustworthy and silly, whereas our intent was to create an interface for visitors that would make impressions of being friendly and welcoming. Thirdly, the large number of visitors that walked away prior to interacting with Tinker could be independent from the behaviors that were displayed by the agent. In such public space, it is not unusual that visitors shop around for interesting exhibits and often limit their engagement (i.e., approaching and time spent with an exhibit) to a cursory glance. A previous observational study about visitors' behavior in a science museum revealed that individuals not in a family group spent, on average, less than 1min per exhibit both during weekdays and weekends [Sandifer 1997 ].
The noisy environment of the museum is another limitation of our study. Surrounding people and activities can distract subjects and provide competing stimuli, e.g., causing them to miss important behavior.
Impact of Results on First Impressions Model
From this final field and web studies we learned that first impressions of friendliness managed along a greeting model for initiating the interaction help attaining more initial engagement, in our case, towards an anthropomorphic virtual agent.
Starting with our initial proposed model we found that migrating from the laboratory to a real life setting there are possible variations of the selected social theories that need to be considered. We were able to retain the original greeting model with filtering and manage the impression of attitude through smiling and gazing immediacy behavior. However, there are several aspects to be considered for improving our model and possibly achieve stronger results both on initial engagement and retention.
We believe that Expectancy Violation Theory, introduced by Burgoon and Hale [1988] , provides a valuable theoretical background for discussing those aspects. EVT proposes that observation and interaction with others leads to expectancies; it can apply to both non-relational interaction and close relationships. According to this theory, five core factors affect expectancies: environmental variables, interaction variables, context, communicator characteristics, and relational characteristics [Griffin 2012, chapter 7] . This theory suggests ways our studies could have been better controlled, as well directions for future research. We included personality in our model (a communicator characteristic); however, there are interesting aspects related to appearance that open to interesting extensions. Agent-side these are (1) the physical embodiment (e.g. Fig. 6 . A summary of our results. The field study on impression management was informed by results of two preparatory studies shown on the left, and a former field study on maintaining engagement conducted at the museum. The final results obtained in the field and from the web survey are depicted on the right. Main effect directions are marked with "+" (e.g., more gaze accounted for a higher level of agent friendliness). Interaction effects are marked with "*." virtual vs. robotic), (2) the graphical appearance when virtual (e.g. robotic, human), (3) the level of realism, and (4) the appeal (e.g. clothing style). On the user side, we have aspects to consider, such as gender, cultural identity, sex, and age. The virtual embodiment is more flexible when it comes to manipulating visual characteristics (e.g., appeal, level of realism). A different appearance, for example, may impact the behavior realization (i.e. animation), thus resulting in different animation styles and interpretations of the same behavior, for example, of the smiling behavior between our controlled and field studies. Several researchers have studied the effects of these aspects on user's perception of virtual characters [McDonnell et al. 2012; Zibrek and McDonnell 2014] . Museum visitors in the field study might have arrived at the exhibit area with different expectations. They may think of the agent as an artificial object of curiosity rather than a living being and therefore not expect socially appropriate greeting behavior, and the manipulation of these expectations can be explored in future studies. Regarding context, the transition from the monitor setting of the first laboratory study to the life-sized display of Tinker at the museum could have influenced the overall user experience. In our second laboratory study on behavior impact, we used a life-sized version of our agent in order to make this transition as smooth as possible toward the field study and for displaying our stimuli better (e.g., smiling facial expressions).
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a first impressions model for initiating user-agent interactions in the context of a first greeting encounter. The model extends the capabilities of an anthropomorphic interface agent with impression management of personality (extraversion) and interpersonal attitude (affiliation) through subtle manipulations of nonverbal immediacy cues (i.e., smiling, gazing, and proxemics behavior) exhibited during the initial moments of interaction.
We presented two laboratory studies that implemented our model and informed the design of a field study at the Boston MoS where we evaluated the effects of managing first impressions on the initial engagement (i.e., attraction to begin interaction) of Tinker, a relational guide agent.
An overview of our results is depicted in Figure 6 . In the behavior interpretation study, we showed that users quickly form distinct impressions of extraversion when greeting agents exhibit proxemics behavior (i.e., stepped toward the user) and judgments of friendliness are made when agents smile and gaze more at the users. Therefore, subtle manipulations of immediacy cues can be used to manage, simultaneously, personality and attitude of a greeting agent. We demonstrated that camera perspective had no influence on user interpretations of an agent's nonverbal behavior given the interaction was limited to just observing the approaches. Likability of the agent (i.e., willingness to spend more time with it) mirrored results on friendliness. User's cultural identity and personality interacted with some of the behavior exhibited. In particular, we discovered that only those scoring low in agreeableness interpreted agents gazing more at them as friendlier compared to agents gazing less. The subjects' gender and neuroticism trait did not show any impact on the behavior interpretation.
In the behavior impact study, we found that the nonverbal greeting behavior exhibited by life-sized agents had impact on subjects' relational decisions in terms of how likely and how often they would like to spend time with the agents on future virtual guided tours of a 3D virtual museum. We found that agents' interpersonal attitude had greater impact compared to personality on subjects' decisions, in particular, the agents exhibiting high friendliness behavior were more likely to be encountered again and more frequently than the ones exhibiting low friendliness, no matter the personality expressed. Those guides managing their friendliness (attitude) got the most preferences, even though extroverted guides (personality) where shown. We did not observe effects of subject's own personality, gender, and cultural identity.
In the field study at the MoS, we detected visitors while approaching Tinker, a virtual relational museum guide exhibit. A former field study focused on maintaining engagement with Tinker through relational behavior. Building on this and our preparatory studies, we implemented our first impressions model to evaluate whether managing friendliness led to a better initial engagement encouraging visitors to initiate an interaction with the agent. Observational results showed that more visitors initiated an interaction with Tinker when our model was working (i.e. turned on), and a friendly version of the agent attracted more visitors compared to the unfriendly one.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that first impressions of personality and interpersonal attitude based on quick judgments of observed nonverbal behavior are important for conversational agents, in general, but particularly for those in public spaces. We showed that the particular nonverbal immediacy cues of smile, gaze, and proxemics during a first user-agent encounter have effect on user's interpretations in terms of agent's extraversion and affiliation, and have impact on users' relational decisions in terms of likelihood and frequency of further encounters.
Finally, we discovered that the communicative greeting models chosen and the concept of interpersonal distance between user and agent are a valuable means for defining the user-agent interaction. Anthropomorphic user interfaces can benefit from these findings. In particular, in public deployments such as welcoming museum visitors for guided tours, extending these agents with our first impressions model and incorporating a greeting theory can improve initial engagement to the exhibit.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Some limitations of our approach should be considered. Kendon's greeting model describes 1-to-1 human-human interactions; thus we were only able to model single user-agent greeting encounters. However, in the museum groups of people often approach the exhibits. Further exploration is needed with different configurations. Huang and colleagues [Huang et al. 2010] were able to express different attitudes in multiparty agent-users interaction while exhibiting idle behavior. Dim and Kuflik [2014] tracked social behavior (e.g., proximity, orientation towards exhibits) of pairs in a museum to deduce interest in the exhibits. Moreover, the theoretical foundations of our first impression model are based on social studies conducted with a sample population belonging to "Western cultures;" therefore, the results presented in this work are more likely to represent a Western contemporary context.
It would be good to better understand the role of the user's own personality when interpreting an agent's nonverbal behavior and expressing a preference for a particular agent type. We may also want to look further into detection and influences of other factors (e.g. cultural identity, age) and their interaction with personality.
It would be interesting to perform a longitudinal study that would allow us to quantitatively assess technology acceptance, and examine the stability and long-term impact of the impressions formed in the brief user-agent encounters, i.e. how long it takes to overcome those impressions. In such design, a behavioral measure aimed at assessing whether users actually return to interact with an RA can be assessed.
The studies presented in this paper implement a first impression model that lends itself to new intriguing lines of research. The agent's verbal behavior and more nonverbal cues can be manipulated, and impressions of different personality traits (e.g. neuroticism) and attitude (e.g. status dimension) can be considered. In addition to personality and interpersonal attitude, it could be relevant for an RA to manage impressions of competence or trustworthiness. Some recent work on modeling interpersonal trust in social robots has been done [Lee et al. 2013 ], but further research in the context of first greeting encounters is still needed. Finally, it can be interesting to deploy our first impressions model and focus on manipulating other (visual) agent's characteristics, such as embodiment (virtual vs. robotic), appeal (e.g. cloth style), and level of realism.
ELECTRONIC APPENDIX
The electronic appendix for this article can be accessed in the ACM Digital Library.
